The crystal structure of orpiment, AS2':33, was refined by the Fourier syn. thesis. The unit cell has the dimensions, a=11.46 A, b=9.57 A, c=4.22 A anẽ =90.5°, containing four AS2':33. The space group is dh-P2t!n.
In the original analysis of orpiment, the usual trial.and-error method was used?). The crystal structure of realgar determined subsequently by the inequality relations and Fourier synthesis is considered much more precise. The relationship between these two related minerals has been discussed already6>.
The present study was undertaken in order to refine the atomic parameters of orpiment by means of the Fourier analysis, so that our discussion might be based on much more balanced data.
Experz'mental
Many experimental data were added to those used earlier.
The specimens examined were the crystals from Saimoku, Japan5). The Weissenberg photographs were taken about the a, band caxes by the multiple technique (Co [(a radiation (1.79 A)).
The relative intensities were estimated visually correcting for the Lorentz and polarization factors. No absorption correction was app~ied because of the difficulty due to the irregular shape of the samples used.
The effect of absorption, however, was reduced to minimum by comparing the relative intensity of a number of identical reflections from different samples.
The relative intensities were converted into the absolute ones by the method of Harker4>. They were multiplied by a proportionality factor that minimized the sum of a certain number of the differences 
Refinement by the Fourler synthesls
For summation the Beever-Lipson strips were used. The a and b axes were divided into 60 parts each with intervals of 0.19 and 0.16 A, and the c axis into 30 parts with intervals of 0.14A.
The first summation of xy synthesis was carried out using 77 observed Fhko'S whose signs were determined with certainity by the atomic parameters obtained in the previous study. The second summation was made with 91, and the third with 94 terms Call including zero terms), making successive adjustment of atomic positions. The xz synthesis was made in a similar way, the first one with 35, the second with 40, and the third with 41 terms Call including zero terms). In these syntheses, the effect of cutting off the higher-order Fourier terms was minimized by the method of Cochran.3J
The final Fourier diagrams of electron density projected on COOl) and (010) planes are given in Fig. 1 . In these the maxima of con" tours of all the atoms in the cell are clearly resolved to read off immediately their parameters, excepting the z parameters of two of the sulfur atoms which overlap in the (OlD) projection. These were determined by a graphical method.6}
The coordinates of atoms finally determined are given in Table 1 ,
Fourier projections of electron density on (a) (001) and (b) (010). Contours at intervals of 10 e. A-2, the zero-electron lines being broken.
No. of atoms for arsenic atoms. In Table 2 , the structure factors calcl.1Jated on the basis of the refined structure are given as also those experi.
mentally determined. The reJiabiIity factor, R=~II Fol-IFcll+~1 Fol, is 0.15 for MO refle:x.ions, 0.21 for hOl reflexions, and 0.18 for h!?l reflex ions, all present and absent reflexions being counted.
The structure redescribed
The refined structure of orpiment as illustrated in Fig. 2 , which like Fig. 1 is projected on (001) and (010) planes, is essentially the same as one originally described except for a few shifts in atomic positions which considerably improved the interatomic distances and the atomic bond angles.
The structure consists of As2S3 layers, in which spiral chains, AsS, running parallel to the c axis, can be seen (Fig. 3) . The layers are parallel to (010) and held together by the van der Waals force.
In the structure, each arsenic atom is surrounded by thre~sulfur atoms and each sulfur atom is shared by two arsenic atoms. The covalent bond distances and the bond angles are given in sulfur atoms is 2.24A, and the mean values of the bond angles L As-S-As and of L S-As-S are respectively 99.3°and 98.7°. The highly perfect cleavage of orpiment after (010) is parallel to the AS2S3layers.
It is interesting to note that the bond angles of the sulfur atoms added in between the spiral chains differ from those of the sulfur atoms in the chains. This would mean that the former sulfur atoms play a different role from the latter in the orpiment structure.
In conclusion the writer wishes to express his sincere thanks to Prof. Ito for suggestion and guidance throughout the work.
